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ABSTRACT
Web searches or using search engines is one of the
common tasks that has become an integral and
important part of our daily routine. Personalisation of
web has taken a giant leap in the past few years and
today every search engine from google to yahoo, Bing
or any customary web search engine uses some kind of
personalisation. In this paper we have measured and
analysed the effects of web personalisation on users
searching for relevant information. Personalisation is
both good and bad for users. It helps in providing the
relevant information but sometimes users are simply
not able to access information which is relevant to
their context due to the filter bubble effect. We
investigate the causes of various effects of
personalisation. Our results or finding are a step
towards understanding the effects and overall impact
of personalisation on web searches.
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Keywords
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Web Search industry has grown even its own
expectations in the past decade or so. Starting with
few keywords based searches today it has shifted to
the realm of artificial intelligence based search where
the computer tends to know what you want to
search. Web Personalisation is one of the techniques
that is used by companies like google for providing a
good search experience for its users where the whole
search system is centered on the user habits or what
the user normally searches in the browser. One of the
most used identities for personalisation are ip
address and accounts of the users. The most common
way of personalisation is to use these techniques to
get the login information about the user and one can
use information stored in cookies by analysing the
cookie array. But the scale at which we are
considering to analyse the personalisation is huge.
The relevance or effects can be seen as very
important as 17 billion requests is what google gets
as queries just from U.S users [1]. The web search is
not limited to a set of topics. It includes a process
which provides relevant information relating to
news, cricket, buying of products, ranking of players,
items etc. The search results today have very
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significant impacts. It can completely or partially
effect businesses just by ranking certain results in a
certain way. The impact can also be seen in foreign
affairs of a country e.g. Google’s conflict with Chinese
[2]. This impact or effect is multiplied when we
consider personalisation with page ranking system of
search engines.
Different users may get different result
based on identity or location. E.g. A person searching
for course in PHP may get different result in NEW
DELHI from a person who is using the same
keywords for his search in MUMBAI. Personalisation
provides many benefits to users, including
disambiguation and retrieval of locally relevant
results. Results for a PHP course in Bangalore may be
irrelevant for a person residing in MUMBAI.
But all this personalisation has another
dimension to it. It is known as the Filter Bubble Effect
[3]. The users are at the mercy of the personalisation
algorithm. The required or the correct results may be
different from what is being provided by the search
engine. This effect is exacerbated by the dual issues
that most users do not know that search results are
personalised or modified, yet users place blind faith
in the results ranked or provided by search engine
results [4].
In this paper we will find out the effect and analyse
their impacts on people and business because
ultimately it’s people’s money and life at stake.

2.

Literature Review

For correctly understanding the impacts and effects
of the personalization, one has to first understand
what it is and for this purpose a literature review
was done. The techniques used for personalising
search concluded that mining click histories leads to
the most accurate results and provides a
comprehensive overview of the methods and
techniques [5]. The features besides click history
have been used to power personalised search. Two
studies have shown that user demographics can be
reliably inferred from growing histories, which can
be useful for personalising content [6, 7]. The paper
on investigated privacy-preserving personalised
search [8] provides and deals with the filter bubble
effect. Two studies refer to personalisation based on
the advertisements [9,10] on web especially ad
personalisation in Google’s own browser Google
Chrome which provides the personalised ad services
based on user’s browsing data and it combines the
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data from multiple devices to this. Another study
refers to different e-com portals where price
personalisation is conducted [11].
In literature review we have also studied
personalisation’s in different search engines using
comparison studies. Two studies have performed
user studies to compare search engines [12, 13].
These studies provide us in-depth knowledge
regarding competing search engines but no study
effectively examines the impact of personalisation.

3.

Google Chrome uses an integrated approach for
storing the cookie and personalisation information.
Chrome uses SQLite database and history contains a
table of unique URL, and a table for each unique visit
called visit calledvisits [17].There are numerous visit
types which can be used to trace the path of user on
the
web
by

Personalisation in Web Search

Personalisation in web search is synonymous with
the google and yahoo. Why? It is because of the fact
that most of the users use these services to find out
the relevant links for information. Even if the know
the direct URL of the needed resource people use
these search engines to do the job. In order to know
and analyse the effects of personalisation we need to
find out how it started and other particulars of
history relating to them.

3.1.
History of Personalisation at
Google
Google started with Personalisation or Personalised
search in 2004 and merged with Google search in
2005[12, 13]. Google was so impressed with the
results that in 2009 it started doing personalisation
for users who weren’t google account holders. No
one can surely say how google does it personalised
search but the information from google blog states
that Google Search uses user’s language, geolocation,
history of search, queries and google+ posts to do
personalisation[14]. Users get results on the basis or
the order of results depend upon the combination of
temporal order of searches and whether user click on
the results. Use of social data can be there but there
is no concrete evidence that how google uses it.

3.2.

3.3 Google Chrome

Use of Google Accounts

Google started as a search engine and a website
which use to provide results to the users queries
based on page ranking algorithms. Later on they
transformed this into a service. Today Google’s
portfolio has a number of services like google maps,
search, news, mail, calendar etc. Google accounts
help google build a single point account management
architecture. Google Accounts are the single pony of
login for all the google services. You login into one
service, you will automatically be logged into all the
set of services. A tracking cookie enables all of
Google’s services to uniquely identify each looted in
user. Google uses the data or information of one
service to personalise experience in other services
commonly known as service information sharing
[15].

referring URLs and visit types [18]. For the purpose
of this research for analysing the effects of
personalisation at browser level we use Google
Chrome because it’s a cloud enabled browser and can
take into account the browsing history of many
devices which can be used by account history of the
users. It is the most advanced browser and the web
activity is analysed by fetching the data from
database of SQLite using the default APIs of Google
Chrome. User History, Bookmarks, Downloads,
Cookies and Autosuggestion can be used for
extracting or analysing the online behaviour. A user
model is followed by us to extract or analyse the
behaviour that is given below.

4. Effects of Personalisation
The effects of personalisation can be seen as a one of
the attributes that can be used to know or ascertain
the need or value of application of personalisation.
This research paper deals withGoogle’s search engine
and we have worked to know how it affects the end
users. Another question that we have tried to answer
is to what extent does search personalisation actually
affect search results? What are the effects of
personalisation on web survey and response rates? Is
the data quality affected by personalisation
algorithms?
We might have used google search engine as it is the
most popular search engine but this methodology
can easily be applied to any other search engine as
well.

4.1 Measurement Methodology
In order to answer the questions put in the previous
section we formulated a methodology for the
measurement of effects. We divided our tests into
two parts.
1.

Queries using google accounts

3.3 User Tracking and Advertising

2.

Queries without using google accounts

Google tacks its users as they browse the Web due to
their large advertising networks. A study shows that
how google uses cookies from tools like DoubleClick,
Google Analytics, and YouTube to track users
browsing habits [16].

This was necessary because there is a major
difference between a user who is logged in Means
you have the browsing history and other data factors
available to you rather than a first time user who is
just searching for results and we don’t know
anything about that user. We created 10 google
accounts that vary by one or more features. E.g. one
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can be male another can be female, age difference etc.
Then we executed similar queries from these
accounts for 10 days. 1 time each day. Then we
compared the results. Following are the effects that
we measured and analysed.

4.2 Measured Effects
The Carry over Effect: This means the effect of
one search on the coming or subsequent searches.
In other words if a person has searched for India
and then searched for Marble. This effects it as the
results provided by search engine tends to provide
the marble with reference to India. A study
conducted shows that sequential searches by a
user can be used to refine search results and as no
surprise google does the same [19, 20]. The carry
over effect can be clearly observed. For continuous
10 days the experiments conducted show that the
carry over effect remains for 10 minutes. If some
person searches subsequent queries after a gap of
10 minutes the carry over effect is no longer
present there. So in order to negate this effect the
user must search after a gap of 10~15 minutes.
This effect is applicable to both users with
accounts and users who are not account holders or
not lodged in.
Search Index Effect: This is another effect that
can be used to see why we get different results at
different time. Web search services such as google
constantly update their search indices. Thus the
relevant search query information changes or is
constantly evolving so we are able to get different
results at different times.
Geo Location Effect: To personalise search
companies like google use the user’s IP address to
provide localised results. It help them deliver the
content based on location from where the user is
queried the results. E.g. somebody wants to shop
for grocery items. Google uses the ip address of the
user to determine the location of the user and
using that location google delivers the result
containing the addresses of grocery shops in or
near that location. This effect can be clearly
observed when you do the same query from
different ip addresses or location. We used a proxy
server to conduct this test and it is very clear that
ip addresses are used for personalisation.
Localised Datacenter Effect: Web search services
like google, bing, yahoo have datacenters that are
spread across different locations. The anomalies in
the search indexes at different locations are the
primary reason why search results can be found
different if the results are provided by two
different datacenters of one company. Thus the
personalisation effect can also vary in accordance
with the datacenter being used.
Anonymity Effect: Anonymity is one of the biggest
concerns which comes as a byproduct of
personalisation. Personalisation uses information
provided unknowingly by users and without user’s
intent to share the information or data is used to
provide a personalised experience. Anonymity
means that you are using an application or service
© 2014, IJOURNALS All Rights Reserved

as an anonymous user that there is no trace of the
user’s identity. Personalisation techniques such as
sequential data or query analysis, ip address or geo
location based methods don’t ask for the
information. This information is normally
concealed and collected from the web browser or
user without the acknowledgement of the user.
Thus even when you have not logged into the
website, you are still being provided a
personalised experience by the website using the
concealed data. Thus a person cannot have the full
anonymity based experience of web search.
Privacy Effect: Another matter of concern that
comes with the application of personalisation it
hampers or it is even build on using the private
data for personalisation. Personalisation means we
are personalising the experience for a particular
user and we are not doing it for the complete
system. Thus it involves knowing many things or
attributes about a user. Today companies have
increasing amounts of data about users gathered
through various techniques. Personalisation
involves or uses this data for online interactions. It
drastically improves the relationship with the
customer and increases desirable behaviours and
increased purchase intent. But personalisation has
many negative effects. The increase in perceived
information control reduces the privacy concern
by providing trusted info to the user.

5. Levels of Effects:Using

the measured data
we were able to find relevant information that
how many effects occur no. of times and thus
using the occurrences or the no. of times the
information relating to a particular effect is used
we devised 5 levels. Where level 5 is the most
significant effect that can be seen as the most
widely used one and level 1 being the least used.
This is using the test cases only and we cannot
say it is applicable for all the processes in all the
web search engines. Some might employ
different criteria to use this information. Using
the information gathered over a period of 10
days we calculated and analysed that the carry
over effect is the one which is the most
important and most widely used. It is being used
for presenting the results in a way that if
somebody searches for a particular term now
and within a predefined time if another term or
query is searched that must have some relation
with the previous query. Search Index Effect is
the one that effects the personalised data in a
big way. Search Index use updated data and this
data is being updated every now and then. So it
changes everything because page and access hits
change over a period time. Geo location effect
and localised datacenter effect have low
relevance as these are used in a passive manner
and cannot be used as primary data for
personalisation. Anonymity and Privacy effects
have very high role-play in the overall
personalisation system. The anonymity and
privacy concerns can really effect the
personalisation as a whole in a search system
because it has direct relationship with the
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amount of data being used for analysis. The
higher the amount of private data being used
lower would be the privacy level and similarly
higher will be personalisation. On the similar
terms we have anonymity. If non self-disclosed
data is used as a measure for providing
personalisation it cuts down on the anonymity
factor. In table 1 we have summarised the effects
that were found and these are levelled according
to their use and relevance.
Table 1. Table contains the different effects of
personalisation
SrNo.

Effect

Level

1

Carry over Effect

5

2

Search Index Effect

5

3

Geo Location Effect

2

4

Localised Datacenter
Effect

1

5

Anonymity Effect

4

6

Privacy Effect

4

6. Conclusion
The aim of this research was to explore the potential
effects of personalisation on web search. We find out
there are different levels of effects that can be used
as base to analyse their use in different conditions
and search engines. Anonymity and privacy concerns
can be reduced using trust as a major factor as it
allows the user to feel at home. The privacy concerns
can be dealt by providing trustworthy information to
the customers. As long as the user has faith in the
search system all the effects can be negated and data
can be used. But it all depends how the company or
search system is using that data and for what
purpose? If it is for influencing the buyer in buying
something that is not actually right then the
customer will eventually distrust your search system.
Thus it becomes necessary for the organisation to
build a bridge between privacy and trust so that the
effect mentioned here can be positively used and can
act as a mechanism for building trust.

search engines. We would also use the relevant
metrics for measuring their effect.
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7. Future Scope
In future we would work over relationship of privacy
and behaviour intents. The study will examine the
advanced and long term effects of
using
personalisation methods on referenced links by
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